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Abstract: The present work aims at presenting an approach on implementing appropriate mitigation
measures for the upgrade of rubble mound breakwaters protecting harbors and/or marinas against
increasing future marine hazards and related escalating exposure to downtime risks. This approach
is based on the reliability analysis of the studied structure coupled with economic optimization
techniques. It includes the construction of probability distribution functions for all the stochastic
variables of the marine climate (waves, storm surges, and sea level rise) for present and future
conditions, the suggestion of different mitigation options for upgrading, the construction of a fault
tree providing a logical succession of all events that lead to port downtime for each alternative
mitigation option, and conclusively, the testing of a large number of possible alternative geometries
for each option. A single solution is selected from the total sample of acceptable geometries for
each upgrading concept that satisfy a probabilistic constraint in order to minimize the total costs
of protection. The upgrading options considered in the present work include the construction or
enhancement of a crown wall on the breakwater crest, the addition of the third layer of rocks above
the primary armor layer of the breakwater (combined with crest elements), the attachment of a berm
on the primary armor layer, and the construction of a detached low-crested structure in front of the
breakwater. The proposed methodology is applied to an indicative rubble mound breakwater with
an existing superstructure. The construction of a berm on the existing primary armor layer of the
studied breakwater (port of Deauville, France), seems to be advantageous in terms of optimized total
costs compared to other mitigation options.

Keywords: reliability; economic optimization; coastal structure; upgrading; rubble mound breakwater;
climate change; extreme value theory

1. Introduction

Global climate change is expected to cause significant long-term changes in mean sea level
(MSL), characteristics of the wave fields and storm surges, as well as in the trajectory and intensity
of storms [1,2]. Significant fluctuations in the frequency and the intensity of storms, and in the
wave climate, were observed in the recent past in the North Sea [3–7], without however identifying
significant general trends. Studies conducted in larger areas, i.e., in the Northern Atlantic or along the
European coastline, proved certain changes in the wind fields, in storm surge levels, as well as in the
wave climate [8–13].

The general inception of a changing climate, characterized by extreme marine events of higher
intensity and frequency and MSL rise [14], increases vulnerability and exposure of port and
harbor structures to different failure modes, resulting in their inability to fulfill their requirements.
The increased probability of failure of such structures under higher (than those designed for) hydraulic
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loading conditions and the limited residual service lifetime of many of them, combined with the
fact that economic activity is assembled in trade, cruise home, cargo and fishing ports, and harbors,
creates an urgent need for a reliable upgrading solution to maintain or increase the safety level of
engineered water basins in the future, while ensuring that construction and performance costs are kept
low. Since most port or harbor structures to date have been designed neglecting the effects of climate
change, an upgrading procedure is required to ensure new optimal geometries characterized by a low
probability of future failure, minimizing the total expected damages.

Port or harbor structures ensure that downtime risks (defined as the stoppage of operations within
the basins due to malfunction of the protection system) are kept low. Such risks are a combination
of the failure probability of a structure and its relevant impact, usually estimated as the product of
the occurrence probability of the event and its consequences [15]. Coastal risks arise due to hazards
consisting of a source or an initiator event (i.e., high wave/sea level), a receptor (i.e., protected basins,
local communities, and local infrastructure) and a pathway between them (i.e., failure of defenses).
The predicted failure probability results from the sources and pathways of risk, while the expected
damages, including economic, social, or environmental impacts, are estimated from the receptors.
Rubble mound breakwaters, consisting of large heaps of loose elements, primarily aim at protecting
coastal areas against flooding and erosion and ports, harbors, or marinas against wave action,
significantly reducing the flooding hazard of the protected areas in case of extreme marine storms.
However, the predicted sea level rise and a possible increase in extreme marine storms will expose
such structures to larger and longer waves, which in turn will lead to greater wave overtopping and
transmission, and greater water penetration into the protected areas. Hence, functionality and safety
of such structures has to be re-evaluated under climate change conditions. The proposed work aims at
contributing to the reinforcement of selected port, harbor or marina rubble mound structures in order
to withstand the threat of increased hydraulic loading due to climate change effects.

1.1. Literature Review

Studying the effects of climate change on coastal and harbor structures started receiving
considerable attention since the early 21st century [16–18]. Suh et al. [19] developed a methodology
that incorporates the effects of climate change in the design of caisson breakwaters. Becker et al. [20],
Suh et al. [21], and Sánchez-Arcilla et al. [22] studied the possible effects of climate change on port and
harbor operations and related infrastructure. Chini & Stansby [23] and Mase et al. [24] investigated
the influence of both sea level rise (SLR) and future wave and storm surge climate on overtopping
of a sea wall, and the stability of composite breakwaters with wave-dissipating blocks, respectively.
Hoshino et al. [25] applied a methodology to change the intensity of tropical cyclones in Japan under
future climate conditions and assessed the performance of selected sea defenses to the new forcing
conditions. Sekimoto et al. [26] proposed time-dependent return periods and a modified residual life
for coastal structures to make decisions on adaptation strategies under climate change. Isobe [27]
used simple formulas and diagrams to provide rough quantitative estimates of global warming
impact on coastal defense structures and proposed a roadmap for the coastal zone to respond to
SLR and tropical cyclone intensification. Lee et al. [28] developed a risk-based system to evaluate
safety of coastal structures subject to SLR, emphasizing reinforcement needs for current standards of
protection maintained under climate change conditions. Within THESEUS (Innovative Technologies
for Safer European Coasts in a Changing Climate, 2009–2013) research project [29], the vulnerability
and resilience of coastal structures to climate change effects were studied and environmentally friendly
upgrading solutions were investigated. Burcharth et al. [30] presented methods to upgrade typical
embankments under climate change conditions and estimated the associated construction costs to
determine the most effective alternative. Within CCSEAWAVS (Estimating the Effects of Climate
Change on Sea Level and Wave Climate of the Greek seas, Coastal Vulnerability and Safety of Coastal
and Marine Structures, 2012–2015) research project [31], a first assessment of the vulnerability of coastal
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and harbor structures to climate change in Greece was attempted and indicative upgrading methods
were proposed [32,33].

The overall framework of integrated risk management includes analysis and assessment of risks
and implementation of risk reduction/mitigation options [34]. Since the 1953 major flood, the Dutch
authorities have used risk-based principles in the design and maintenance of flood defenses, i.e., [35,36].
Mai et al. [37,38] and Jonkman et al. [39] applied risk-based models to design flood protection systems,
and Lee et al. [28] developed a risk-based system to evaluate safety of coastal structures subject
to sea level rise, emphasizing reinforcement needs for current standards of protection maintained
under climate change conditions. Within the EU research project FLOODsite (Integrated flood risk
analysis and management methodologies, 2004–2009) [40], an inherent part of a risk-based approach to
designing flood defenses reliability (corresponding to the probability of failure under given hydraulic
loading conditions) analysis has been further developed to support a range of decisions and adopt
different levels of complexity. Research on reliability analysis within FLOODsite [40] focused on
developing methods and techniques to incorporate up-to-date knowledge on the different failure
modes of the structures considered, as well as on the interactions between these failure mechanisms.

Reliability-based optimal structural design has been applied by numerous authors in the past,
i.e., [41–44]. Castillo et al. [45], Dai Viet et al. [46], Prasad Kumar [47], Suh et al. [19], and Galiatsatou
& Prinos [48] selected optimized geometries of rubble mound or caisson breakwaters combining
structural reliability and methods of economic optimization. In this framework possible economic
benefits from including Wave Energy Converters as part of the upgrading scheme (e.g., [49]) could
be considered, yet only in cases of low energy sea-sates. Van Gelder et al. [50] provided an outline of
methods and tools for reliability analysis of flood defenses. Buijs et al. [51] established time-dependent
reliability models for flood defense systems, combing stochastic, hierarchical, and parametric processes
to represent their main deterioration mechanisms. Kim & Suh [52] and Naulin et al. [53,54] performed
reliability analysis of coastal and harbor structures to determine failure probabilities including different
mechanisms. Buijs et al. [51] and Nepal et al. [55] established time-dependent reliability models for
coastal embankments using stochastic deterioration models.

1.2. Scope of Work

Safety assessments of flood defense assets are increasingly performed with the technique of
structural reliability. Reliability-based design utilizes the probability of failure as a measure of the
performance of the coastal or harbor structure. A maximum failure probability is defined and the
structure should meet the requirements. In order to make a probabilistic optimization, the mechanisms
that lead to structural instability or losing of a specific level of functionality should be considered.
Therefore, different failure modes and their relation to overall failure of the structure should be
represented in fault trees. Quantitative analysis starts at the level of failure modes with the definition
of limit state functions and the probabilistic analysis of all random input variables. The total failure
probability of the structure can be defined from a quantification of the probability of occurrence of
each failure mode. Reliability-based optimization can be performed on the grounds of minimizing
the total cost function of the structure, thus finding a cost-effective design that also meets certain
probabilistic requirements.

The present work aims at presenting an improved approach for evaluating the performance of
rubble mound breakwaters in a changing climate and at suggesting and implementing appropriate
mitigation measures for upgrading to face the increasing marine hazards and exposure to downtime
risks. Therefore, the study mainly intends to assess the future safety levels of existing structures under
climate change conditions and to propose measures for structural upgrading utilizing a reliability-based
procedure. The whole domain of upgrading structures to face climate change impacts is an original
research field and reliability-based approaches will significantly contribute to handle the problem posed
by balancing the compromises and investments made on the side of the defense system/structure,
due to increased safety levels, with the accompanying benefits (limiting losses) in the protected areas.
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The comparative advantages and main innovation of the proposed work with regard to former research
studies on reliability-based approaches are mainly focused on this argument. Thus, it combines the
quickly progressing framework of reliability-based optimization, with upgrading mitigation measures
and engineering solutions to reinforce port and harbor structures against climate change effects.
Such approaches are expected to significantly outperform deterministic methods and can significantly
contribute to include hazard, as well as vulnerability determination in the decision process, and to
realize appropriate and sustainable measures to minimize port or harbor downtime risks.

The proposed approach can fully consider uncertainties in stress and resistance parameters, it can
examine different mitigation measures for upgrading port and harbor breakwaters in a changing
climate, and compare their effectiveness within the general framework of minimizing the total
downtime risks of the protected areas. It can contribute to increasing protection of ports/harbors
against climate change with minimum possible impacts (only economic impacts are examined here)
during the service lifetime of the upgraded structures and to achieve high benefits (corresponding
to limiting losses) for the protected areas reflected to the regional and national economy. It can also
contribute to facilitate adaptation of coastal areas to climate change in a quite adverse and unstable
financial environment, which hinders the construction of new and modern defenses. The proposed
reliability-based approach can provide a basis for reasonable decision-making and can allow the choice
of further rationalized safety levels of port/harbor basins if the consequences of downtime and the
costs of protection are made explicit.

In Section 2 of the present work the main aspects of the proposed methodology for reliability-based
upgrading are presented. The governing loading variables of the studied structures are represented as
random variables and appropriate distribution functions are selected to represent uncertainties in their
estimates for future climate conditions. Upgrading options are suggested and the main failure modes
of the structures are considered. Appropriate limit state functions are then defined in accordance
with the selected failure criterion. A maximally acceptable failure probability is defined and reliability
analysis is performed to define the space of acceptable geometries of the structures considered. Finally,
the cost of all acceptable geometries within the solution space is estimated for each mitigation option
and an economical optimization is performed. In Section 3 the proposed methodology is implemented
to a selected rubble mound breakwater. Different optimized and upgraded geometries of the structure
are proposed and estimated to withstand loads under expected future climate conditions. Section 4
presents a summary of the presented work and methodology together with the main conclusions of
the study.

2. Methodology for Optimized Reliability-Based Upgrading of Rubble Mound Breakwaters

2.1. Proposed Upgrading Scheme

As a more holistic and robust approach compared to conventional design methods, a novel
reliability-based upgrading method is introduced in the present work to compare different mitigation
options on their effectiveness to withstand the adverse consequences of climate change and to select
an optimal solution that minimizes port/harbor downtime risks.

The methodology of reliability-based upgrading followed in this work consists of the following actions:

1. Fitting appropriate cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) to stochastic variables of the marine
climate, i.e., offshore wave height and sea level due to storm surge for present climate conditions.

2. Transfer extracted CDFs to the selected breakwater site.
3. Definition of CDFs for future sea states considering climate change scenarios or assumptions.
4. Investigation of the ability of selected breakwaters to withstand impacts due to future sea states,

given their design characteristics.
5. Definition of different mitigation options for rubble mound breakwaters to limit damages under

future climate conditions.
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6. Creation of a fault tree that gives a logical succession of all events leading to port/harbor
downtime for each alternative mitigation option (or combination of options if applicable).

7. Investigation of both Ultimate Limit States (ULS) and Serviceability Limit States (SLS) of the
rubble mound breakwater to define its total probability of failure.

8. Generation of a large number of possible alternative geometries for each upgrading concept.
9. Definition of an acceptable flooding probability.
10. Selection of an optimal geometry from the sample of acceptable geometries for each upgrading

concept, minimizing the total costs of protection. The methodology described above is
schematically presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of reliability-based upgrading of a rubble mound structure.

A reliability analysis should start with the definition of an unwanted “top event”, which in
the present work coincides with failure of the rubble mound breakwater to fulfill its requirements.
Such an event can be defined as port/harbor downtime and can be caused under both extreme marine
conditions, or under restrictive conditions for the normal prosecution of daily port/harbor operations.
The former can cause the collapse of the studied structure (which amounts to large quantities of water
entering the protected basin causing severe damage to the structure itself and to port infrastructure),
resulting in the loss of its protective properties. The latter are characterized by excessive wave height in
the harbor basin, resulting in suspension of port operations. Collapse of the rubble mound breakwater
belongs to the Ultimate Limit States (ULS), while cessation of port operations on a daily basis belongs
to the Serviceability Limit States (SLS). A fault tree is constructed containing the mechanisms that
cause failure of the rubble mound structure (failure modes).

Principal failure mechanisms of conventional rubble mound breakwaters (with or without crest
elements) include:

• Failure or instability of the seaside armor layer (e.g., [56]),
• Failure of the rear-side slope (e.g., [57]),
• Scouring of the toe structure (e.g., [58]),
• Excessive overtopping (e.g., [59]),
• The slip cycle (e.g., [60]),
• Sliding and tilting of existing superstructure/crown-wall (e.g., [61]),
• Excessive settlement (e.g., [62]).

The analysis begins with the determination of limit state functions and the description
of CDFs of variables in these functions. For port/harbor structures both ULS and SLS are
examined. A reliability-based optimized breakwater geometry results from minimizing the total
costs (adding upgrading and possible costs of failure) during the service lifetime of each upgraded
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geometry of the breakwater. Failure costs are estimated considering the failure probability for each
type of upgraded geometry of the breakwater within its service lifetime.

Upgrading conceptual options to be examined are presented in Figure 2, and include:

1. Increasing the breakwater crest level by adding a crown wall or existing crest elements being
heightened and strengthened.

2. Adding a new protective layer of armor units on the windward slope of the studied rubble
mound breakwater combined with new or elevated existing crest elements.

3. Construction of a berm structure in front of the seaside slope.
4. Construction of a low-crested structure in the windward front of the existing breakwater.
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Figure 2. Sketch portrayal of four basic upgrading conceptual options of a rubble mound breakwater
used for mitigation against climate change: (a) crown wall or heightening of existing crest
element; (b) additional protective armor layer; (c) additional berm on the seaside breakwater slope;
(d) low-crested structure in front of existing breakwater.

The failure probability which minimizes the total lifetime costs for each of the four mitigation
options and corresponds to an optimized geometry will be finally selected. The requirement of
minimization of the lifetime costs can be combined with a direct limitation of the solution space in the
form of a constraint on the port/harbor downtime probability.

2.2. Probability Distribution Functions for Variables of the Marine Climate

Considering ULS for the studied structure, assumed to happen under extreme marine conditions,
extrapolation of the marine variables to high return periods has to be performed. Methods and
techniques of the well-established univariate and multivariate Extreme Value Theory (EVT) can be
used for such purpose. Considering SLS, maximum daily wave height conditions are analyzed,
using a CDF for short term prediction. Extreme value (EV) methods are powerful statistical methods
for drawing an inference about the extremes of a process, using only data on relatively extreme
values of it. The statistical methodology is motivated by EVT, which relies on the assumption that the
limiting models suggested by the asymptotic theory continue to hold at finite but extreme levels [63].
Univariate analysis of extreme marine conditions (i.e., extremes of the significant wave heights and
storm surges) can be performed using the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution function for
annual maxima. The GEV distribution function is of the form:

Gθ(x) = exp
{
−
[

1 + ξ

(
x− µ

σ

)]}−1/ξ

+
(1)

where σ > 0 and θ = (µ, σ, ξ) the vector of parameters, namely the location (µ), scale (σ), and shape (ξ)
parameters, determined by the tail behavior of Gθ. The model of Equation (1) can be fitted to annual
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maxima wave heights and storm surges and the parameter vector for both variables can be estimated
by means of the L-moments estimation procedure.

To estimate the design wave height for the port/harbor structure considered, the extreme wave
height CDF at the breakwater’s site is approximated using a statistical approach proposed by Kim
and Suh [52] and Suh et al. [64]. The latter is based on the assumption that the wave height CDF
in coastal water reduces in the mean and in the standard deviation compared with the respective
theoretical model for deep water waves, so that the coefficient of variation (CV) remains constant.
This assumption seems quite realistic for extreme wave heights, as their CDF becomes narrower and is
shifted toward smaller values as they propagate in coastal waters, while its shape does not undergo
any significant changes. Therefore it is assumed that extreme wave heights at the breakwater site are
also represented by a GEV distribution with shape parameter, ξ, equal to the one estimated for deep
water conditions. The CV for the GEV distribution function is:

CV =

σ
ξ

√
Γ(1 + 2ξ)− Γ(1 + ξ)2

µ + σ
Γ(1+ξ)−1

ξ

(2)

where Γ(·) corresponds to the Gamma CDF. To estimate the GEV parameters for wave height at the
breakwater site, the constant CV of Equation (2) is combined with the formula used to calculate the
design wave height of the structure i.e., the 100-year nearshore wave height (return period commonly
used in the design of coastal and harbor structures):

z100 = µ− σ

ξ

{
1− [− log(1− p)]−ξ

}
(3)

where p = 1/T (T is the return period of 100 years) and z100 is the 100-year design wave height of the
studied breakwater.

Considering SLS for the studied structure, daily maxima of significant wave height are analyzed.
More specifically, it is assumed that maximum daily offshore random wave heights (both breaking
and nonbreaking) follow a Rayleigh CDF, when based on energy flux-balance single-parameter
transformation models or daily observations [65]:

Fθ(x) = 1− exp

[
− (x− µ)2

2σ2

]
(4)

with parameter vector θ = (µ, σ). L-moments estimation procedure is used to calculate the parameter
vector of the Rayleigh CDF, whose CV is given by:

CV =
σ
√

2− π/2
µ + σ

√
π/2

(5)

Following the methodology used for extreme wave conditions, the CV of wave heights CDF at
the breakwater site is assumed to be equal to the one for deep water wave conditions. Goodness of
fit for all CDFs of the marine variables has been checked by means of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
(significance level set to 5%).

2.3. Reliability Functions for Upgrading Options

Reliability-based design hinges on the use of the probability of failure as a measure of the structure
performance. To calculate the probability of failure for a certain limit state, it is necessary to know the
difference between the resistance of the structure, RZ, and the load it is exposed to, SZ. The reliability
function, Z, for a certain limit state is therefore defined as:

Z = RZ − SZ (6)
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If Z > 0 the structure is in a safe state, while for Z≤ 0 the failure domain is defined. The probability
of failure can generally be expressed as:

Pf = P(Z ≤ 0) (7)

In the present work reliability functions are defined for both ULS and SLS based on formulas
describing the main failure modes of rubble mound breakwaters. These reliability functions contain
variables of the marine climate at the windward side of the studied breakwater, as well as variables
describing geometrical and material properties of the studied structure. Therefore:

Z = f (Wave Height, Sea Water Level, Geometrical Parameters, Material Parameters) (8)

For each limit state, a reliability function is therefore defined, CDFs of input variables (Section 2.2)
are considered and level II and III reliability methods [66] are used to estimate the failure probabilities
corresponding to each failure mode. Level II reliability methods include the linearization of the
reliability function at an appropriately defined design point of the failure space. A standard Normal
distribution is used to approximate the CDF of each variable present in the reliability function. Level III
reliability methods calculate the failure probability by considering the probability density functions
(PDFs) of all variables involved, based on Monte Carlo simulation techniques. In this case the
probability of failure is approximated as nf/n where n is the total number of simulations and nf
the number of simulations for which the condition of Equation (7) is satisfied. In the following,
the reliability functions Z are provided as Zij, with the indices i and j referring to the mitigation option
(i = 1–4) and the failure mechanism (j = 1–4), respectively.

A fault tree is constructed giving a logical succession of all events leading to the unwanted
“top event”, defined as port/harbor downtime, containing both the ULS and SLS of the rubble mound
breakwater. For the former, the objective of the structure is the protection of the port area against
flooding, while for the latter excessive wave height within the protected basin, causing problems
to the standard port operations, defines the failure probability of the breakwater. In this study it is
assumed that operations within the port, harbor or marina are only active during normal weather
conditions [46]. Extreme marine conditions resulting in ULS failure of the protective structure are
assumed to cause partial downtime of the port, harbor, or marina for quite a long period of time,
since the basin will then be unprotected until the repair stage is completed.

A rubble mound breakwater usually consists of many parts, such as the core, the armor layers
(underlayers and cover layer), the concrete cap and/or crown wall on the crest, and the toe structure.
Failure of each one of them under extreme marine conditions can cause malfunction of the entire
structure. Only principle failure modes are considered here as the main types of instability under
extreme marine climate conditions (ULS), namely instability of the seaside primary armor layer,
excessive wave overtopping, and scouring of the breakwater toe. The wave height inside the protected
basins in the SLS will be considered as a combination of wave refraction-diffraction via the entrance of
the protective system and wave transmission through and overtopping the breakwaters [46]. Figure 3
presents the fault tree corresponding to the port downtime “top event”.
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Future marine climate conditions are generally expected to increase the probability of failure
of coastal, port, or harbor structures. For the structures that shall not be able to meet their future
requirements, an upgrading method should be suggested and applied. The construction of a crown
wall or parapet or strengthening and heightening of an existing superstructure (mitigation option
1) is expected to have no prominent effects on the global stability of the breakwater considered.
Nevertheless, it is expected to increase the hydraulic performance of the structure by reducing
overtopping and to indirectly contribute to the structure’s stability by minimizing hydraulic loads
and impact of wave forces on the structure [67]. The addition of a new seaside armor layer
(mitigation option 2) is expected to have a mild effect on global stability of the structure [66],
while overtopping will decrease due to possible elevation of existing crest elements. A berm structure
(mitigation option 3) protects the breakwater toe against scouring and also increases the hydraulic
performance of the structure by reducing overtopping [66]. Finally, a detached low-crested structure in
the seaward front of the existing breakwater (mitigation option 4) assists in the transformation of the
incident wave characteristics that impact the breakwater, inducing lower significant wave heights and
peak spectral periods due to breaking, bottom friction, and percolation, and therefore increases both the
stability of the main structure and also its defense against overtopping [68]. For each aforementioned
mitigation option a large number of possible alternative geometries are implemented and failure
probabilities are calculated using the fault tree of Figure 3.

2.3.1. Addition of a Crown Wall or Heightening of an Existing Crest Element

When a new crown wall or parapet is added on the breakwater crest, or when existing crest elements
are heightened and strengthened (mitigation option 1; Figure 2a), hydraulic stability of the rock seaside
primary armor layer of the structure can be estimated by means of the Hudson stability formula [69]:

Hsu

∆Dn
= (KD cot θ)1/3 (9)

where Hsu [m] is the significant wave height in front of the studied rubble mound breakwater
corresponding to its ULS, ∆ = (ρr/ρw)−1, and ρr and ρw are the rock and water density [ton/m3]
respectively, Dn [m] is the mean nominal diameter of armor elements (i.e., the equivalent cube length
of median rock), KD is the stability coefficient of the formula, and θ is the seaward slope angle of the
breakwater. The reliability function, Z11, used for primary armor layer stability is given by:

Z11 = ∆Dn(KD cot θ)1/3 − Hsu (10)
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Hydraulic stability of the seaside primary armor layer of a rubble mound breakwater can also be
assessed by means of the semi-empirical formulas of van der Meer [70] for plunging and surging type
breaking conditions for rock structures. The formula corresponding to the former conditions is given below:

Hsu

∆Dn
= 6.2P0.18

(
S√
N

)0.2
ξ−0.5

m , ξm = tan θ/
√

som (11)

where P is the permeability coefficient of the structure, N is the number of waves, S is the damage
level (ratio of area eroded in a given cross-section), ξm is the surf similarity parameter or Irribaren
number, som = Hsu/Lp is the average wave steepness, and Lp is the wave length corresponding to the
peak spectral period Tp. The respective reliability function is given by:

Z11 = 6.2∆DnP0.18
(

S√
N

)0.2
ξ−0.5

m − Hsu (12)

For the ULS of excessive wave overtopping, the formula proposed by Coeveld et al. [71] which
considers the effect of relatively small crest elements on top of permeable structures is combined
with the formula of EurOtop [72] which calculates overtopping discharge for structures with no crest
elements. Coeveld et al. [71] introduced a reduction factor for the influence of crest elements on wave
overtopping, emphasizing the fact that the crest element height significantly modifies overtopping
discharge. The suggested prediction formula for wave overtopping is:

Q′ = 1.55 · exp
(
−4

Rc2

Hsu
− 0.4

Gc

Hsu
− 2

NL
Hsu

)
with Q′ =

qm(with crest elements)
qm(no crest elements)

(13)

where Rc2 [m] is the height of the crown element with respect to crest level, Gc [m] is the crest width in
front of the crest element, NL [m] is the nose length of crest element, and qm [m2/s] is the overtopping
discharge per linear meter. The overtopping discharge for a breakwater with no crest elements is
considered as follows [72]:

qm√
gHsu3

= 0.2 · exp

(
−2.6

Rc

Hsuγ f

)
(14)

where, Rc [m] is the crest freeboard with no crest elements and γf is the influence factor for roughness.
The reliability function for excessive wave overtopping used for mitigation option 1, Z12, is:

Z12 = qallow − 0.31 · exp

(
−2.6

Rc

Hsuγ f

)√
gHsu3 · exp

(
−4

Rc2

Hsu
− 0.4

Gc

Hsu
− 2

NL
Hsu

)
(15)

where qallow is the maximum allowable overtopping discharge. The formula of van der Meer et al. [58]
is used to estimate the damage of the breakwater toe in depth-limited breaking conditions:

Hsu

∆Dn
=

(
0.24

hb
Dn

+ 1.6
)

N0.15
odtoe (16)

where hb [m] is the (incident breaking wave) water depth at the toe expressed as the sum of the MSL,
the tide and the storm surge and Nodtoe is the number of displaced units within a strip of width Dn at
the breakwater toe. The reliability function for toe stability, Z13, is:

Z13 =

(
0.24

hb
Dn

+ 1.6
)
· N0.15

odtoe · ∆Dn − Hsu (17)
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2.3.2. Addition of A Third Protective Armor Layer Combined with Heightening Crest Elements

When a third rock layer is added on the seaward side of the primary armor layer of the studied
breakwater (mitigation option 2; Figure 2b), a mild effect is expected on the global stability of the armor
stone. A third layer is assumed to improve the wave energy dissipation, and therefore, an increase of
about 10% can be expected in the stability of the structure [66]. The reliability function, Z21, used for
primary armor layer stability is given by:

Z21 = 1.1∆Dn(KD cot θ)1/3 − Hsu (18)

The formula of van der Meer [70] can be also used to assess reliability function Z21 for mitigation
option 2 (Equation (12) including a 10% increase in the structure stability).

If the addition of a third layer on the breakwater seaside primary armor layer is combined with
crest elements, i.e., a crown wall on the breakwater crest, Equation (15) can be used to express the
reliability function for excessive wave overtopping, Z22. In case the addition of a third armor layer is
not combined with elevated superstructures on breakwater crest, the EurOtop [72] formula is used to
construct the reliability function for excessive wave overtopping:

Z22 = qallow − 0.2Cr exp

(
−2.6

Rc

Hsuγ f

)√
gH3

su Cr = 3.06 exp
(
−1.5

Gc

Hsu

)
(19)

where Cr is the reduction factor due to the effect of armored crest berm and Gc [m] is the crest berm
width. For toe stability the reliability function of Equation (17) can be utilized also for this case (Z23).

2.3.3. Construction of a Berm Structure in Front of the Breakwater Seaside Slope

Constructing a berm on the windward side of the studied breakwater (mitigation option 3;
Figure 2c), a significant effect is generally expected on the global stability and the overtopping
discharge of the rubble mound breakwater. The primary armor layer of the breakwater should suffer
reduced damage due to the transmission of decreased wave height on the berm crest. The reliability
function for primary armor layer stability, Z31, becomes:

Z31 = ∆Dn(KD cot θ)1/3 − KtHsu (20)

where Kt is the transmission coefficient which is estimated utilizing the formula of
D’Angremond et al. [73] for (berm) low-crested structures [74] with crest widths B/Hsu ≤ 10:

Kt = −0.4
Rc

Hsu
+ 0.64

(
B

Hsu

)−0.31
· [1− exp(−0.5ξ)] (21a)

The previous formula was extended by Briganti et al. (2003) [75] to cover crest widths of B/Hsu > 10:

Kt = −0.35
Rc

Hsu
+ 0.51

(
B

Hsu

)−0.65

[1− exp(−0.41ξ)] (21b)

where Rc [m] is the freeboard height, which is negative if the low-crested structure is submerged below
MSL [76], B [m] is the berm width, ξ is the surf similarity parameter ξ = tanθ/s0.5, and s = Hsu/Lp is the
wave steepness. Equation (21) (a,b) has a minimum value of 0.075 and a maximum of 0.8. Herein 3-D
wave transmission effects are not considered in a holistic approach, yet overtopping, percolation,
transmission, and diffraction are treated separately. In future implementations of Kt in the framework
of reliability-based upgrading studies, the combined effects of wave diffraction and 2-D transmission
(overtopping and filtration) for a 3-D Kt calculation [77] will be examined in order to avoid possible
overestimations. It should be noted that the notion of damage does not exist for a berm breakwater,
because such a rubble mound breakwater is considered reshaping. Reliability function Z31 can be also
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assessed based on the formula of van der Meer [70] (Equation (12) including the wave transmission
coefficient, Kt, to decrease hydraulic loading on the seaside primary armor layer of the breakwater).
For excessive wave overtopping the formula of EurOtop [59] for berm breakwaters can be used [66,69]:

qm√
gHsu3

= 0.2Cr · exp

(
−2.6

Rc

Hsuγ f γb

)
(22)

γb = 1− kB(1− kh), kB =
Bberm
Lberm

kh = 0.5− 0.5 cos
(

π
hberm
xberm

)
(23)

where γb is the berm coefficient, Bberm is the berm width [m], Lberm is a length consisting of Bberm, and two
horizontal distances corresponding to the projection of one Hsu [m] above and one below the berm
reference level, hberm is the reference level of the berm width with respect to sea water level and xberm is
considered to be equal to 2Hsu if the berm is below still water level (SWL) and Ru2% if berm is above
SWL [66]. Therefore, reliability function for excessive wave overtopping for mitigation option 3, Z32, is:

Z32 = qallow − 0.2Cr exp

(
−2.6

Rc

Hsuγ f γb

)√
gH3

su (24)

For toe stability the reliability function of Equation (17) can be utilized also for this case (Z33).

2.3.4. Construction of A Low-crested Structure in Front of Existing Breakwater

Considering the construction of a low-crested structure in front of the rubble mound breakwater
(mitigation option 4; Figure 2d), the fault tree of the ULS for the studied structure also includes
the main failure mechanisms for the low-crested structure. Figure 4 presents the ULS fault tree for
mitigation option 4 considering the primary armor layer instability for the low-crested structure.
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For mitigation option 4, the primary armor layer of the studied breakwater suffers reduced
damage caused by the wave transmission over the low-crested structure. Equations (20) and (21)(a,b)
can be used to estimate the reliability of the structure for the failure mechanism of primary armor layer
instability, Z41. Considering excessive wave overtopping, the reliability function, Z42, used is:

Z42 = qallow − 0.2Cr exp

(
−2.6

Rc

KtHsuγ f

)√
g(KtHsu)

3 (25)

where Kt is the transmission coefficient estimated utilizing Equations (21a) and (21b) [74,76].
Equation (17) can again be used as the reliability function for toe stability, Z43. According to DELOS
Project Guidelines [78] for environmental design of low-crested coastal defense structures, it is
recommended to select the stone size of the low-crested structure utilizing the formula:

Hsu

∆Dn50det
= 0.06

(
Rcdet

Dn50det

)2
− 0.23

Rcdet
Dn50det

+ 1.36 (26)
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where Rcdet [m] is the freeboard of the low-crested structure (negative, if the structure is submerged
under MSL) and Dn50det [m] is the mean nominal diameter of the rock armor of the low-crested
structure. Application limits of the aforementioned formula are defined by −3 < Rcdet/Dn50 < 2.
The corresponding reliability function is:

Z44 =

(
0.06

(
Rcdet

Dn50det

)2
− 0.23

Rcdet
Dn50det

+ 1.36

)
∆Dn50det − Hsu (27)

2.3.5. Serviceability Limit State of a Rubble Mound Breakwater

Excessive wave height in the protected basin is considered as a SLS of the breakwater under study
for all four mitigation options considered. The wave height transformation inside the protected basin
is considered as a combination of wave refraction and shoaling, wave diffraction due to sub-aerial
protection works, wave transmission through and overtopping of the breakwater [46]. The derived
reliability function to represent the SLS is:

ZSLS = Hallow −
(

Kdi f + Ktrans

)
Hss (28)

where Hallow is the maximum allowable wave height inside the protected basin and Hss [m] is the incident
significant wave height corresponding to the SLS of the studied breakwater. The transmission coefficient,
Ktrans, is substituted in Equation (28) by means of a simple formula used in “The Rock Manual” [66]:

Ktrans = 0.46− 0.3
Rc

Hss
(29)

where Rc [m] is the freeboard of the studied breakwater. Application limits of the aforementioned
formula are defined by −1.13 < Rc/Hss < 1.2. The diffraction coefficient is estimated using the formula
of Kraus [79]:

Kdi f =

√
0.5
[

tanh
(

smaxθD
WD

)
+ 1
]

(30)

where smax is the maximum directional concentration parameter due to wave refraction in shallow
water, defined in terms of the deepwater parameter smax,o, using the water depth at the breakwater
tip, deepwater wavelength and the angle of the wave crest with respect to bottom contours where the
wave enters the shallow water [80], θD (radians) is the wave diffraction angle and WD is given by:

WD = −0.000103 · s2
max + 0.270 · smax + 5.31 (31)

Equation (30) is considered to be rather simplistic for the estimation of wave diffraction,
therefore more sophisticated numerical models could be used instead (e.g., [81–83], etc.).

2.4. Quantification of Total Costs

Breakwater design or upgrading requires a detailed representation of hydraulic boundary
conditions (wave height, mean water level, storm surge, and tide), as well as of geotechnical parameters
(gradation of bottom material, Dn50 values of sediment and rocks, and bottom friction coefficients) and
topographical conditions (geometries of structures, obliqueness of wave impact, and bathymetry in the
vicinity of the structure) and other features. Considering the stochastic variables of the marine climate,
the distribution functions derived earlier (Section 2.2) are used for the variables entering the limit state
functions. Boundary conditions of both present and future climate conditions are used as input in
the present work. A fault tree is constructed including both ULS and SLS for the breakwater under
study for every mitigation option (Section 2.3). A large number of possible alternative geometries
(cross sections) for each mitigation option can then be tested, according to their performance for the
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limit state functions. A failure probability is defined using probabilistic and numerical methods for
each geometric option. To decide whether a geometry option is applicable in one structural concept,
an acceptable value of the failure probability should be prescribed. The combination of the calculated
failure probabilities and the probability constraint define the set of acceptable geometries as [35]:

D =
{

z
∣∣∣Pf (z) ≤ Pf ,max

}
(32)

where z is the vector of the design variables, Pf is the failure probability, and Pf,max is the maximum
acceptable failure probability of the studied rubble mound breakwater.

Equation (32) provides a large number of alternative geometries, which fulfill the probabilistic
constraint. To select among these solutions, it would be really useful to estimate the costs of every
alternative geometric setup for each mitigation option considered. Therefore, the geometry is selected
to satisfy the probabilistic constraint while minimizing the total economic expenses. In the present
study, only the costs of upgrading and the expected costs of a possible failure of the upgraded structure
in its expected lifetime are taken into account in the optimization process [46]. For each upgrading
concept and geometry, a construction cost is estimated, depending on structure length, L, the upgrading
methodology, and construction materials as follows:

Icons = L · A(z) · I(z) (33)

where z is the vector of design variables in each upgrading mitigation option, A corresponds to the
areas of the cross sections of the breakwater layers, and I represent the respective costs by volume.

The expected costs of failure are calculated for the expected lifetime of the upgraded breakwater,
which in the present work is set to 100 years and represent economic damages in case of failure, as well
as costs of repair. The formula to extract the costs of failure is [46]:

I f ailure =
M

∑
i=1

CULSPf ,ULS(z)

(1 + r)i +
365CSLSPf ,SLS(z)

(1 + r)i (34)

where CULS and CSLS are damage costs and Pf,ULS and Pf,SLS are probabilities of failure in case of ULS
and SLS, respectively, r is the interest rate, and M is the reference period for ULS and SLS failure.
The probability of failure for the ULS, Pf,ULS, is expressed on an annual scale, while the probability
of failure for the SLS, Pf,SLS, is expressed on a daily scale (see Section 2.2). ULS economic costs,
CULS , include: (a) structural and (b) economic damage costs [46]. Structural costs correspond to
damages to the upgraded breakwaters and other infrastructure. Economic damage costs include loss of
direct income caused by the downtime of port/harbor or marina operations, expenses for alternative
transportation of goods and passengers, loss of indirect income caused by bad reputation and
competitive activities, and indirect economic damage to the local and national economy. ULS economic
damage costs can be approximated considering that the protected basin has to cut its capacity for
a long period of time, depending on the upgrading concept and the repair strategy.

3. Upgrading of A Rubble Mound Breakwater in the Port of Deauville

In the present work different upgrading mitigation options (Section 2.3) are applied within
a reliability analysis and lifetime cost minimization framework to a selected rubble mound breakwater
located in the marine area of the northwestern French city of Deauville, so that the structure and
the associated protected basin can withstand future climate conditions. The studied breakwater
resembles the one protecting the marina built within the residential complex of port Deauville to
compensate for the saturation of the yacht basin at port Morny. The main characteristics of the
existing breakwater, i.e., basic layers, layer materials, geometry of layer units, crest width, base and
crest level, etc. are preserved. Performed minor changes aid the implementation of the proposed
methodological framework. The rubble mound breakwater of the port of Deauville is 770 m long.
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The typical cross-section of the breakwater includes a core made of limestones, a secondary (inner)
armor layer made of quarry rock (rip-rap) weighting up to 0.5, and a primary (outer) armor layer
made of blocks reaching a maximum weight of 3.5 to 5 ton, with W50 = 2.5 ton. The windward slope
of the primary armor layer is 1/2, while the leeward slope of the breakwater is 2/3. The crest height
is +7 m (+9 m) from the seabed level in front of the upstream (downstream) slope, and +12 m from
reference level of the submerged basement. Figure 5 shows the (typical) cross-section of the studied
rubble mound breakwater of the present work, located in the port of Deauville on the northern coast
of France in the English Channel.

The marine conditions that were available to us for the Deauville port area represent daily data
for joint offshore waves and sea levels under high-tide conditions, for a period of 104 years [84,85].
The aforementioned database has been created combining the method of Hawkes et al. [86] to model
the relationship of simultaneous wave and surge observations with Monte Carlo simulation [84].
The method of Hawkes et al. [86] has been applied to in situ measurements (tide gauges, wave data
buoys) and the database ANEMOC covering the period from 1 January 1979 to 31 August 2002 [87].
The resulting Monte Carlo simulations include 7.06 × 106 couples of significant wave height,
storm surge, tide, and water level corresponding to the peak of the semi-diurnal tide, i.e., one record
every 12−13 h. The available datasets are based on stationary simulations and are considered to
represent present climate conditions, ignoring the possible effects of climate change on the marine
environment. Future marine climate conditions are assessed based on existing literature (i.e., [88,89]).
Indicative values of significant wave heights in the broader Area of Le Havre correspond to 4.5–5.5 m,
based on a 24-year period analysis (during 1979–2002) by using the Generalized Paretto Distribution
with a 2.5 m threshold for 100-years return period.

Annual maxima of offshore significant wave height and storm surge are extracted from the
10000-year simulated time series, and the GEV distribution (Equation (1)) is fitted to the data samples
using the method of L-moments [90]. The extreme tails of offshore wave heights and storm surges
are described by the GEV parameter vectors θ1 = (4.19, 0.48, −0.078) and θ2 = (0.69, 0.14, 0.109),
respectively. The Normal distribution function N(0.066, 0.0062) is fitted to offshore wave steepness
data during extreme conditions. Maximum daily wave heights in the area are fitted by a Rayleigh
distribution (Equation (4)) using L-moments and the resulting parameter vector is θ3 = (−0.26, 1.11).J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW  16 of 30 
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To estimate the distribution function of extreme significant wave heights at the breakwater
site, the approach described in Section 2.2, viz. Equations (2) and (3) can be used for present climate
conditions. To implement the approach, the design wave height of the studied breakwater is assumed to
correspond to a return period of 100 years, which is considered to be quite a common return period for
designing port and harbor protection structures. Applying Equations (2) and (3), the GEV distribution
of extreme wave height for present climate conditions at the breakwater site is characterized by
a parameter vector θ1’ = (1.69, 0.22, −0.078). For regular wave conditions (represented by the CDF
of daily maximum offshore wave heights), the approach of Section 2.2 (Equation (5)) results in the
Rayleigh distribution with parameter vector θ3

’ = (−0.11, 0.45) characterizing the SLS of the studied
breakwater. The level of the highest astronomical tide (HAT) at the breakwater location is estimated to
reach almost 3 m from seabed. Considering future climate conditions, some general estimations are
used in the present study to assess extreme marine conditions, caused by lack of data for future sea
states at the site of interest.

Three estimates of sea level rise due to global warming in 2100 are available from [84,89,91]:

1. an optimistic scenario of +40 cm,
2. a pessimistic scenario of +60 cm,
3. an extreme scenario of +1 m, compared to the year 2000.

Because of shortage of available information, the estimated extreme value distribution function for
the stochastic component of total sea level, namely the storm surge, is assumed unchanged compared
to present climate conditions. However, it has been assumed that the total sea level presents an increase
by the end of the 21st century based on the optimistic scenario of ONERC [89]. According to a CETMEF
(Centre d’Etudes Techniques Maritimes et Fluviales) study [88] extreme waves could increase by 0 to
30 cm in the North-East Atlantic. Along the French coast, an increase of the offshore wave height
between 20 and 40 cm is expected until 2100, according to greenhouse gasses emission scenarios
B1 and A2, respectively. In the present study an increase of 40 cm in the 100-years extreme wave
height has been assumed. Therefore, the extreme tail of wave heights is described by the parameter
vector θ1’ = (1.69, 0.33, −0.078), retaining the mean and the shape parameters of the present climate
distribution function unchanged and changing the scale parameter, so that the 100-years wave height
increases by 40 cm. Changes applied to the scale parameter of the GEV distribution function imply
that the future marine climate presents an increase in extreme waves variability compared to present
climate conditions, while their mean extreme values hardly change during this interval (the location
parameter remains unchanged). The shape parameter of the GEV, which governs the tail behavior
of extreme values, remains unchanged with respect to present climate conditions to facilitate the
extraction of wave extremes future distribution. However, an increase in this parameter could also
be assumed, since it describes whether extreme events are likely to occur and it is well known that
climate change is associated with changes in both the magnitude and frequency of such events.

For all four mitigation options, the minimization problem can be represented as:

Pf (z) ≤ Pf ,max = 0.01
minItotal(z) = Icons + I f ailure =

= I(z) +
M
∑

i=1

CULSPf ,ULS(z)

(1+r)i +
365CSLSPf ,SLS(z)

(1+r)i

(Hss, qm) ≤ (Hallow, qallow)

(35)

The maximum tolerable wave height in the port basin during regular weather conditions is
set at Hallow = 0.5 m. The maximum allowable overtopping discharge for extreme wave conditions
is qallow = 0.01 m3/s/m [72]. The number of displaced units within a strip with width Dn at the
toe of the structure is set at Nodtoe = 2, allowing some flattening out of the toe of the structure.
The permeability factor of the structure is P = 2, the number of waves N = 3000, while the damage
level of the van der Meer [70] formula for hydraulic stability is set at S = 2–3 (initial damage).
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The diffraction coefficient at the breakwater site is estimated using the formula of Kraus [79]
as Kdif = 0.217 (Equations (30) and (31)) assuming an angle of wave crest with respect to bottom
contours where the wave enters shallow water equal to 30◦. For each upgrading concept and
geometry, a construction/upgrading cost is estimated, depending on structure length, the upgrading
methodology, and construction materials.

Typical approximated values of upgrading costs (per unit length) used in this work include
(actual values are not considered critical, and could be arbitrarily selected out of current prices based
on market research):

1. 1500 € for a parapet wall being strengthened and heightened by 50 cm,
2. 2500 € for adding a third rock layer on the primary armor layer of the studied breakwater,
3. 5000 € for constructing a berm at the seaside slope of the existing structure,
4. 25,000 € for constructing a low-crested structure in front of the studied breakwater.

The expected costs of failure of the upgraded structures represent damages or losses in case of
the marina downtime and costs of repair. The economic costs of failure are estimated separately for
the ULS and the SLS. ULS economic costs include: (a) structural and (b) economic damage costs [46].
Structural costs correspond to damages to the upgraded breakwaters and other infrastructure.
Economic damage costs include loss of direct income (port revenue) caused by the downtime of
marina operations, expenses for alternative transportation of goods and passengers, loss of indirect
income caused by bad reputation and competitive activities, and indirect economic damage to the
local and national economy. In the present work, it is assumed that the cost of repairing the upgraded
breakwater in case of failure reaches 20% of the initial upgrading expenses. The marina of Deauville,
which can accommodate up to 850 yachts with 150 berths reserved for visitors, is utilized in this paper
to assess total failure costs (for both ULS and SLS) for the optimization process. To estimate the direct
economic damage, it is assumed that when a collapse by an extreme storm occurs, the marina has
to cut its capacity by half and this can last for up to half a year. Indirect economic damage is also
included in the optimization process by increasing the aforementioned economic damage costs by
50%. SLS costs, CSLS, are estimated per day of downtime of the operations in the protected basin.
Daily losses of direct and indirect income are also estimated for each downtime day. Indirect economic
damage is also accounted for by increasing the cost of daily suspension of marina operations by 50%.
The reference time, M, for the ULS and the SLS in the present work is set to M = 100 years and the
interest rate is considered 5%.

3.1. Results of Mitigation Option 1: Crest/Crown Elements

Regarding mitigation option 1, with crest elements added to the structure or existing crown
structures being heightened and strengthened, the upgrading procedure for the studied breakwater is
presented in Figure 6. The height of the existing crest element is in fact raised to face the increased
future marine hazards. The crown structure exceeds the breakwater crest by a dimension equal to
W, which serves as a variable of the total cost optimization process (see Section 2.4). Figures 7 and 8
present the total costs, estimated using Equations (33) and (34), as functions of the crest element height
with respect to the breakwater crest. Figure 7 presents results of the optimization process allowing
0%–5% damage (KD = 4), while Figure 8 displays optimized costs allowing 5%–10% damage to the
primary armor layer (KD = 4.9). For almost no damage to the primary armor layer, the optimization
procedure results in Wopt = 1.4 m, while the minimum total cost is estimated to be Itot ≈ 11.868 × 106 €.
The respective values are Wopt = 1.4 m and Itot ≈ 8.517 × 106 € for 5%–10% damage to the primary
armor layer. Therefore, the amount of allowed damage to the primary armor layer does not seem
to influence results of the reliability-based optimization process in terms of the magnitude of the
crown wall elevation. The upgrading costs (Icons) cover almost 54% and 75% of the total costs (Itot),
respectively. It should be noted that application of van der Meer [70] formula for armor layer stability
(Equations (11) and (12)) produced quite similar results with the ones shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Cross-section of the studied rubble mound breakwater in Deauville, France, for mitigation
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3.2. Results of Mitigation Option 2: Additional Armour Layer with Enahncement of Crest/Crown Elements

In mitigation option 2 a third layer is added to the primary armor layer of the structure, thus the
upgrading procedure is presented in Figure 9. In the case of inadequate covering by the third layer of
the crest width, it has to be combined with a crest element in the form of mitigation option 1. The third
armor layer should be of the same mean nominal diameter Dn50 (with W50 = 2.5 ton) as the two
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underlayers of the studied breakwater, therefore the height, W, of the concrete element exceeding the
breakwater crest is the sole variable that has to be estimated during the total cost optimization process.
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Figure 9. Cross-section of the studied rubble mound breakwater in Deauville France, for mitigation
option 2.

Figures 10 and 11 present the total costs as a function of the additional height of the crest element.
Figure 10 presents results of the optimization process allowing 0%–5% damage (KD = 4), while Figure 11
allows 5%–10% damage to the primary armor layer (KD = 4.9). For almost no damage to the primary
armor layer, the optimization procedure results in Wopt = 1.3 m, while the minimum total cost is
estimated Itot ≈ 10.643 × 106 €. For 5%–10% damage to the primary armor layer the respective values
of optimal crest height and total cost are Wopt = 1.3 m and Itot ≈ 9.732 × 106 €. The upgrading costs
(Icons) cover almost 87% and 94% of the total costs (Itot), respectively. In regard to mitigation option
2, the amount of damage to the primary armor layer mainly affects the third layer of rocks added
above the two existing underlayers. Therefore the primary armor layer suffers reduced damage
compared to mitigation option 1 (no protective armor layer) and the maintenance on the armor stone
for mitigation option 2 is significantly reduced. Results similar to Figure 10 are also produced using
the van der Meer [74] formula to calculate hydraulic stability of the seaside primary armor layer of the
studied structure (Equations (11) and (12)).J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW  20 of 30 
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Figure 10. Total costs (€) as a function of the additional height of the crest element, W (m), when a third
layer is added above the primary armor layer (KD = 4).
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Figure 11. Total costs (€) as a function of the additional height of the crest element, W (m), when a third
layer is added above the primary armor layer (KD = 4.9).

3.3. Results of Mitigation Option 3: Additional Berm

The upgrading procedure of mitigation option 3 (berm added to the structure) is presented in
Figure 12. The berm width, Bberm, and the reference level of the berm width with respect to sea level,
hberm, are estimated during the total cost optimization process. The mean nominal weight of the rocks
used to construct the berm is 2.5 ton, similar to the one used for the rocks of the primary armor
layer. Figure 13 presents the total costs, estimated using Equations (33) and (34), as a function of
the berm width, Bberm; the lowest total cost has been observed for hberm = 1 m. However, Figure 14
presents the total costs, as a function of the Bberm for hberm = 0.8 m. The differences in optimized
amounts of total costs are not significant between the two crest berm depths. More specifically,
for hberm = 1 m, the optimized berm width is Bbermopt = 9.8 m, while the minimum total cost is estimated
Itot ≈ 7.002 × 106 €. For hberm = 0.8 m, the optimized berm width is Bbermopt = 9.4 m, while the minimum
total cost is estimated Itot ≈ 7.11 × 106 €. The upgrading costs (Icons) cover almost 76% and 78% of the
total costs (Itot), respectively.
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Figure 12. Cross-section of the studied rubble mound breakwater in Deauville, France for mitigation
option 3.
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Figure 13. Total costs (€) as a function of the berm width, B (m), for hberm = 1 m.
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Figure 14. Total costs (€) as a function of the berm width, B (m), for hberm = 0.8 m.

3.4. Results of Mitigation Option 4: Detached Low-Crested Structure

Mitigation option 4 includes the construction of a protective structure in the upwind front of
the studied breakwater. The detached low-crested structure is designed to have both its slopes
equal to 1/2. The crest width, B, the mean nominal diameter, Dn50det, and the freeboard level,
Rcdet, of the low-crested structure are the variables of the total cost optimization process. The basic
constructional constraints for mitigation option 4 impose a minimum height and crest width of the
low-crested structure equal to at least three stones, namely ≥3 × Dn50det. For the armor layers of
the low-crested breakwater, the armor units are considered to be imbricated rip-rap type stones with
a general size requirement of Dn50det ≥ 0.9144 m, i.e., the armor units are custom order quarry rocks
of Class I with Dn50det = 1.3–1.65 m corresponding to typical weights of W50 = 2.5–6 t. The defending
detached structure is a submerged breakwater with Rcdet ranging from 0 to −2 m (by 0.25 m; only two
representative cases are shown herein). Figure 15 presents the total costs, estimated using Equations (33)
and (34), as a function of the crest width, B, and the mean nominal diameter, Dn50det for Rcdet = −0.5 m
(the negative sign means 0.5 m below SWL). Figure 16 presents a similar plot for Rcdet = −1 m.
The optimized low−crested structure geometry is Bopt = 4.6 m and Dn50opt = 1.53 m for Rcdet = −0.5 m,
therefore the detached breakwater height is h = 4.6 m in waters with depth equal to d = 5.1 m for a total
cost of Itot ≈ 11.816 × 106 €. Similarly, for Rcdet = −1 m the optimized low-crested structure geometry
is Bopt = 4.3 m and Dn50opt = 1.43 m, therefore, the detached breakwater height is h = 4.3 m in water
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depth of d = 5.3 m for a total cost Itot ≈ 10.433 × 106 €. The upgrading costs (Icons) cover almost 88%
and 87% of the total costs (Itot), respectively.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

Port or harbor downtime risks are considered to be crucial for all countries characterized by high
concentration of critical infrastructure and economic activities in coastal areas, and by high significance
of seaport industry, maritime transport, communications due to tourism, and sea-related activities.
The latter are determining factors of national economic performance, development, and regional
growth. However, it should be considered that a lot of such structures and defenses are aging and
have already exceeded their service lifetime. The abovementioned challenges coupled with the general
inception of a changing climate are expected to increase exposure and vulnerability of coastal areas to
future risks. Hence, functionality and safety of such structures have to be re-evaluated under climate
change conditions and appropriate upgrading mitigation measures must be considered.

The approach presented in this work is based on reliability analysis of the studied structure
coupled with economic optimization techniques. CDFs for the extremes of the stochastic variables of
the marine climate, i.e., extreme significant wave height, are first extracted for the area under study
and for present climate conditions and then transformed to represent the marine climate in front
of the studied breakwater. CDFs for future sea states are then extracted taking account of climate
change scenarios or assumptions. If the breakwater cannot withstand the newly defined marine
conditions, different mitigation options for upgrading are suggested. The engineering mitigation
options considered in the present work focus on: (1) increasing the breakwater crest level by adding
a crown wall or existing crest elements being heightened and strengthened; (2) adding a new protective
layer of armor units on the front slope of the studied rubble mound breakwater combined with
new or elevated existing crest elements; (3) constructing of a berm structure in front of the seaside
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slope, and (4) constructing a low-crested structure in front of the existing breakwater. A fault tree
is constructed giving a logical succession of all events that lead to port/harbor downtime for each
alternative mitigation option including both ULS and SLS. For each upgrading concept a large number
of possible alternative geometries are tested, according to their performance for the limit state functions.
From the total sample of acceptable geometries for each upgrading concept that satisfy a probabilistic
constraint, a single solution is selected minimizing the total costs of protection during the service
lifetime of the upgraded structure.
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The proposed work aims to propose a reliable and robust framework to upgrade port and harbor
rubble mound breakwaters against climate change, combining the conceptual framework of risk
with modern optimization techniques and statistical methods. The recommended reliability-based
upgrading approach, allows one to determine the safety levels of the respective basins, considering the
protection costs and savings of the protected areas. It also allows one to compare different mitigation
measures for upgrading port and harbor breakwaters under climate change in terms of their
effectiveness within the general framework of minimizing the total downtime risks of the respective
basins. The recommended framework introduces risk-based approaches in the field of upgrading
coastal structures to face climate change impacts. Such methods are expected to significantly contribute
facing increasing marine hazards and minimizing exposure of coastal areas and defenses to more
severe future climate conditions.

The presented methodology is applied to a rubble mound breakwater resembling to the
existing one in the port of Deauville, France. Three main failure mechanisms are considered here
as the main types of instability under extreme marine climate conditions, namely the instability
of the primary armor layer, the excessive wave overtopping, and the scouring of the toe of the
breakwater. Considering the SLS, the wave height transformation inside the port basin is considered
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as a combination of wave refraction-diffraction caused by penetration via the entrance of the port,
wave transmission through, and overtopping of the breakwater. The construction of a berm in the
upwind front of the studied breakwater (mitigation option 3), resulting in optimized values of the
parameters of the berm width, Bbermopt = 9.8 m, and water depth at the reference level of the berm,
hbermopt = 1 m, presented the lowest total costs during the service lifetime of the upgraded structure
(Itot ≈ 7.002 × 106 €) set equal to 100 years. The total costs of mitigation option 3 are lower by 41%
and 34% than those estimated for the mitigation option 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore adding
a berm on the windward armor slope of the studied breakwater is found to be the most advantageous
mitigation option, compared to alternatives comprising increased breakwater crest levels and crown
walls, supplement of extra armor layers, and construction of an upwind low-crested defense structure.
But it should be emphasized that in the present work the amount of damage to the constructed berm
has been ignored, thus our analysis applies to non-reshaping berms. The inclusion of the formulas
for limit states of reshaping berm breakwaters (allowing a considerable amount of rearrangements
and displacements of rocks to occur) could modify the extracted results under the same hydraulic
conditions, as the failure probabilities for global stability of the rubble mound breakwater would
decrease, adding to a further reduction of downtime costs for the studied marina.

List of Symbols (in order of appearance)

Gθ Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution function
θ Vector of GEV parameters
µ Location parameter of the GEV
σ Scale parameter of the GEV
ξ Shape parameter of the GEV
x Arbitrary variable of GEV distribution function (e.g., annual maxima of wave heights or storm surge)
CV Coefficient of variation
Γ(·) Gamma Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
z100 Design event value for any parameter (e.g., wave height) for a 100-year return period
p Probability of 1 in T years [1/yrs]
T Return period [yrs]
Fθ Rayleigh CDF
Hsu Significant wave height (design wave height at the toe of the structure) [m]
∆ Dimensionless relative buoyant density of rock [= (ρr/ρw) − 1]
ρr Rock density [ton/m3]
ρw Water density [ton/m3]
Dn Mean nominal diameter of armor elements of the rubble mound breakwater [m]
θ Seaward slope angle of the breakwater [◦]
KD Dimensionless stability coefficient of the Hudson formula
Z Reliability function for a limit state
Zij Reliability function for mitigation option i and failure mechanism j
i Index of the mitigation option (i = 1–4)
j Index of the failure mechanism (j = 1–4)
RZ Resistance of the structure
SZ Loading of the structure
n Total number of simulations
nf Number of simulations for which the condition Z ≤ 0 is valid
Pf Failure probability
Z11 Reliability function for breakwater stability under mitigation option 1
P Permeability coefficient of breakwater structure
N Number of waves
S Damage level (ratio of area eroded in a given cross-section)
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ξm Surf similarity parameter (Irribaren number)
som Average wave steepness
Lp Wave length corresponding to Tp [m]
Tp Peak spectral wave period [sec]
Q’ Dimensionless wave overtopping rate
Rc2 Height of the crown element with respect to crest level [m]
Gc Crest width in front of the crest element [m]
NL Nose length of crest element [m]
qm Overtopping discharge per linear meter [m2/s]
Rc Crest freeboard height [m]
γf Influence factor for roughness
z12 Reliability function for wave overtopping of the breakwater under mitigation option 1
qallow Maximum allowable overtopping discharge per linear meter [m2/s]
hb Water depth at the breakwater toe as sum of MSL, tide and storm surge [m]
Nodtoe Number of displaced units within a strip of width Dn at the breakwater toe
Z13 Reliability function for breakwater toe stability under mitigation option 1
Z21 Reliability function for breakwater’s primary armor layer stability under mitigation option 2
Cr Reduction factor due to the effect of armored crest berm
Gc Crest berm width [m]
Z22 Reliability function for excessive wave overtopping of the breakwater under mitigation option 2
Z23 Reliability function for breakwater toe stability under mitigation option 2
Z31 Reliability function for breakwater’s primary armor layer stability under mitigation option 3
Kt Wave transmission coefficient (for low-crested structures)
B Berm width [m]
ξ Surf similarity parameter or Irribaren number (=tanθ/s0.5)
s Irregular wave steepness (=Hsu/Lp)
Z32 Reliability function for excessive wave overtopping of the breakwater under mitigation option 3
γb Berm coefficient
Bberm Berm width [m]

Lberm
Length consisting of Bberm and two horizontal distances corresponding to projection of Hsu above and
below the berm reference level [m]

hberm Reference level of the berm width with respect to sea water level [m]

xberm
Horizontal distance equal to 2Hsu if berm is below still water level (SWL) and Ru2% if berm is above
SWL [m]

Ru2% Run-up height (of 2% probability) above SWL [m]
Z33 Reliability function for breakwater toe stability under mitigation option 3
Z41 Reliability function for breakwater’s primary armor layer stability under mitigation option 4
Z42 Reliability function for excessive wave overtopping of the breakwater under mitigation option 4
Z43 Reliability function for breakwater toe stability under mitigation option 4
Rcdet Freeboard height of the low-crested structure [m]
Dn50det Mean nominal diameter of the rock armor of the low-crested structure [m]
Z44 Reliability function for selection of Dn50 of low-crested structures under mitigation option 4
ZSLS Reliability function for the representation of SLS
Hallow Maximum allowable wave height inside the protected basin [m]
Hss Incident significant wave height corresponding to SLS of the studied breakwater [m]
Ktrans Wave transmission coefficient for sub-aerial breakwaters
Kdif Wave diffraction coefficient for sub-aerial breakwaters
smax Maximum directional concentration parameter due to wave refraction in shallow water
smax,o Maximum directional concentration parameter in deep water
θ Wave diffraction angle [rad]
WD Diffraction parameter
D Set of acceptable geometries
z Vector of design variables in each upgrading mitigation option
Pf Failure probability of the rubble mound breakwater
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Pf,max Maximum acceptable failure probability of the rubble mound breakwater
L Structure length [m]
A Area of the cross section of the breakwater layers [m2]
I Respective costs by volume [€]
Icons Upgrading costs [€]
Ifailure Costs of failure [€]
CULS Damage costs under ULS [€]
CSLS Damage costs under SLS [€]
Pf,ULS Probabilities of failure in case of ULS
Pf,SLS Probabilities of failure in case of SLS
r Interest rate [%]
M Reference period for ULS and SLS failure [yrs]
W50 Weight of armor rock corresponding to Dn50det [ton]
N(·) Normal distribution function
HAT Highest astronomical tide [m]
Itot Minimum total cost [€]
Wopt Optimized weight of armor rock [ton]
Bbermopt Optimized berm width [m]
Dn50opt Optimized mean nominal diameter of the rock armor of the low-crested structure [m]
Bopt Optimized crest width of the detached low-crested structure [m]
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